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Seaplane Adventures 
Bruce and Mary Ann Fuller 

Geez… I can’t remember how long it’s been since I had 

to write, “What I did on my summer vacation”.  Michael 

Stephan has been urging me to recap our seaplane 

adventures for the Hanger Echoes, ever since we returned 

from our Alaska trip last July. 

It all really started back in the summer of 2004 when 

Mary Ann and I went to my home state of Maine for a 

week in July, and I earned my single engine sea (SES) 

rating. We arrived in Maine on Wednesday evening, and 

I started training on Thursday morning. Since a floatplane 

doesn’t handle much different than a land plane when in 

flight, the majority of the instruction focused on take offs 

and landings as well as maneuvering on the water. We 

would fly upriver about ten miles then turn around and 

perform touch and goes all the way back to the seaplane 

base. Most of the time, we would just climb to 400 feet 

and set up for another landing (my logbook shows 144 

T&Gs prior to the checkride). By Saturday morning I was 

ready for and passed the checkride, and by late Saturday 

afternoon I had the requisite 10 hours dual in make and 

model that the insurance company required in order to 

rent the C-172 solo. 

We were staying in a cottage situated on a small lake 

surrounded by 3000 foot “hills” and spent the next 

several days flying out and landing on other lakes and 

rivers. It didn’t take long before it was clear to both Mary 

Ann and I that we really enjoyed the floatplane flying 

environment, low and slow. This wasn’t supposed to 

happen to someone that had pieces and parts of a go-fast 

RV-7 sitting in the garage.  

We returned to Maine in the summer of 2005 and 

expanded our range to some of the more remote parts of 

the State, many are still only accessible by floatplane, and 

also included a trip along the rugged Maine coast.    

Continued on Page 5 
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May 1st Chapter Meeting 

The May Chapter meeting 

will be on Tuesday     

May 1. It will be held 

at the Farmers 

Branch Library, 

located on the 

northwest corner 

of Webb Chapel 

and Golfing Green 

Dr. The meeting 

will be held in the 

auditorium and will 

begin at 6:30 p.m. 

and finish by 9:00 p.m. 

The speaker for this 

month’s meeting will be John 

Coale, who flew his Cessna Centurion east around the 

world solo.  John lives in Houston, and is making a trip 

up to speak with us about his earth-rounding adventure.  

Read more about John and the trip on page 7.  

This is another great speaker, so make plans to attend 

the May meeting, and then start planning your ‘round the 

world trip. 

 

May 5th Chapter Fly-In 

This month our fly-in will be a fly-out on May 5
th

 to 

Brenham (11R) for lunch.  We will meet at 11:00 on the 

ramp and walk to the 50’s themed restaurant on the field.  

This is a very popular destination, and the place will fill 

up. 

Since this is not a drivable event, rideshare rules will be 

in effect.  David Cheek will help coordinate that.  If you 

need a seat or have an extra seat, give David a call in the 

evenings at 972-272-5332. 

It is time to go flying.  So warm up your plane, and 

meet us there. 

 May 8th Board Meeting 

The BOD meeting will be held on Tuesday May 8th at 

the Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM.  The 

minutes from the April BOD meeting recorded by David 

Buono are as follows: 

In attendance: 

David Buono, David Cheek, Marvin Brott, 

Michael Stephan, Sam Cooper, John Phillips, 

Ann Asberry, Mel Asberry, Don Christianson, 

Bruce Fuller 

Notes: 

• May speaker will be John Coale. 

• Newsletter folding will be 5/29 at the home of Brad 

and Deia Roberts. 

• May 5 fly-in will be to Brenham (11R). Meet at 11am 

on the ramp. 

• Dave is going to send a “thank you” note to Paul Dye 

and The Jet Center on behalf of the chapter 

• The board gave the okay to Brad to purchase a hand 

swager and go/no-go gage to add to our tool collection 

• June 23 date confirmed for summer picnic at the 

Asberry’s 

• Michael gave the financial report 

 

May 29th Newsletter Assembly 

This month the Hangar Echoes will be assembled on 

Tuesday May 29
th

 at 7 pm at the home of Brad and Deia 

Roberts at 10716 St. Lazare Dr. in Dallas.  For directions 

call Brad at 214-351-0475 

Brad is nearing completion of his RV-7.  He is down to 

the final wiring of the instrument panel.  Then it will be 

to the airport for final assembly, unless he decides to 

paint it before then. 

He has done a great job in putting his RV together.  I 

think he has made some good decisions in what to 

include in his airplane.  If you are interested in seeing a 

project well done, come out and visit with us. 
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A Message from the President 
By Mel Asberry 

I was a little 

disappointed with the 

turn out for the April 

meeting. We only had 40 

people show up. Paul 

Dye flew his RV-8 up 

from Houston that 

morning. He had a 

smooth flight up with 

just a slight headwind. 

There were NO local 

fly-ins.  

Paul had a superb 

presentation on the space 

shuttle including the specifications we usually deal with 

on our airplanes. Did you know that the space shuttle is 

only rated for 3 gs, and that acceleration on takeoff has to 

be controlled to keep it within these limits? Anyway, 

those of us that attended were glad we did. If you didn’t 

attend, it was definitely your loss. 

This month will bring John Coale to us. He will tell of 

his adventures flying a Cessna Centurion around the 

world eastwardly. 

Your board of directors has chosen to add a new 

nicopress swager to our tool crib. Those of you who have 

used the old one will understand why. The old one is not 

very “user friendly”. The new on will work with all cable 

sizes and includes a cable cutter. If you know of any tools 

that you think would be appropriate for the Chapter to 

own, let us know. 

The flying season is gaining momentum. I have all new 

oil and fuel hoses on N168TX, and we are ready. 

I’m working with Zaon Flight Systems, beta testing 

their new XRXi collision avoidance system. This new 

system is similar to their current XRX system, which 

gives distance, relative altitude and direction of traffic 

within 5 miles. The primary advantage of the new XRXi 

is that it is an installed version and will display the traffic 

on a Garmin 396/496 or several other multifunction 

displays. My installation will use their MFD, which fits 

in a standard 3.125” instrument hole. They are looking 

ahead and have designed the “brain” box large enough to 

accommodate XM weather at some future date. 

Jason Clemens, CEO of Zaon will be our featured 

speaker in June. 
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David Buono Project update 
By Michael Setphan 

Last month at the newsletter assembly, we examined the 
progress on David Buono’s RV-7A.  He is mostly 

finished with the tail kit and is currently waiting on the 

wing kit.  The work looks good so 
far and he has a pretty good idea 

now what building is about.   

To check the progress on his 

project, go online to 
www.mykitlog.com/dbuono and 

see the airplane under 

construction.  

We appreciate David hosting the 

assembly and look forward to 

seeing the RV at a future assembly. 

 

David and Vicki Jone’s RV-10 
By Michael Stephan 

From the Tennessee desk of the Hangar Echoes, David 

and Vicki Jones’ RV-10 recently made that final journey 

from the home workshop to the airport for final assembly.  
Of course it traveled in a most unique fashion, maybe not 

so unique for Tennessee.  As Mel put it: 

"You might be a redneck if your airplane goes to 

the airport on a dozer trailer behind a big yellow 

dump truck." 

Keep up the good work David and Vicki, and we look 

forward to seeing your plane on your next visit to the 
Metroplex. 

 
 

Legend Aircraft’s New Kit Announced 
From Michael Stephan 

If you ever wanted a Legend Cub that you could build 

yourself, now you can.  The Texas Sport Aircraft 
Company is offering a kit derived from the Legend Cub 

aircraft.  Both companies will share the Sulphur Springs 

factory facilities.  The finished project can be certified at 
1300 lb gross weight to be flown under the sport pilot 

rules, or certified at 1600 lbs and flown as a regular 

experimental aircraft. 

A price has yet to be announced, but more information 
can be found at www.txsport.aero. 

 

 

First flight of Van’s Own RV-10 
From Richard Van Grunsven 

On April 1, I flew my new personal RV-10 for the first 

time from my home on Sunset Airpark in North Plains, 
OR. Built in about 18 months with major help from 

brother Jerry, who will share flying privileges. The 

engine is an AeroSport Power IO-540-D4A5 with a 

Hartzell Blended Airfoil prop. The panel holds an 
Advanced Flight Systems AF-3500 EFIS/AOA, a Garmin 

396, Garmin transponder, Icom radio, Digiflight II 

autopilot, PS intercom…and that’s about it. Lots of bang-
for-the-buck, with plenty of space left over. Empty 

weight is just 1590 lbs, so there’s a lot of useful load 

available. This is my first "homebuilt" airplane in many 

years, and it has been great to experience (once again) all 
the frustration, exhilaration, anxiety, euphoria, rage, etc. 

that seems integral to homebuilding. I can now relate 

better to those who have built or are still building. Buy 
some more bandaids and keep plugging away!" 
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Texas RV Fly In – May 26th  
By Michael Stephan 

The Fly-in schedule starts 
to pick up in May and the 

Texas RV Fly-In is the first 

of the large local events.  It 
will be at Spinks (FWS) 

this year on Saturday May 26th.  This event will start in 

the morning and starts to break up a few hours after 

lunch.  In previous years, lunch was served at the event, 
but with several restaurants in close proximity of the 

airport, lunch is at the eatery of your choice.   

Spinks is a great place to host the event.  The staff is 
friendly, the terminal is new, and the ramp space is 

plentiful.  If you go be sure and thank those who help put 

the event together 

 
By Michael Stephan 

A week after the Texas RV Fly-In is the biggest 

regional event.  The Southwest Regional Fly In, also 

known as the EAA Texas Fly In, will be held again in 
Hondo (HDO) on June 1st and 2nd. 

This event has been building in Hondo and this year 

should continue that trend.  The weather the past years 
has been very good, and we hope it continues.   

The only difficulty with the fly in is housing, which is 

scarce in such a small rural town.  The camping facilities, 

however, have gotten better each year, and camping there 
is a very good option.  The permanent shower facilities 

were great last year.  

This year Eugene F. “Gene” Kranz, Flight Director of 
the Apollo 13 mission, will be the guest of honor and the 

featured speaker at the banquet on Saturday night.  As we 

learned at last month’s presentation Gene was the person 

who hired Paul Dye to be a Flight Director. 

This is a great weekend event.  There is plenty of 

excellent aircraft to look at and without the huge crowds. 

 

Seaplane Adventures Continued 

In January of 2006 we read an article in the Seaplane 

Pilots Association publication, Water Flying, about an 
outfit in Talkeetna Alaska that specialized in seaplane 

ratings, mountain/bush flying, and glacier landings. The 

article was written by a pilot from Illinois that already 

had his SES but wanted to do some mountain flying on 
floats. He described how he and his wife had spent a 

week flying with the friendly folks at Alaska Floats and 

Skis visiting high mountain lakes and spotting moose, 
bear and eagles along the way. 

I knew my flight review was coming due in July of 

2006 and hadn’t thought much beyond scheduling some 
time with an instructor at ADS and putting in a couple of 

hours over the local practice area. Not much excitement 

involved, but something you have to do every two years. 

I had Mary Ann read the Water Flying article and was 
ready to argue the 101 reasons that we should spend our 

next vacation in Alaska when she said “that sounds like 

fun, let’s do it”.  One phone call to Don Lee, Owner of 
Alaska Floats and Skis, and we had a package arranged 

that included seven days of lakeside lodging, ten hours of 

time in a PA-22 on straight floats, and a flight review. 

Our plan was to take Alaska Airlines to Anchorage, 
take the Alaska Railroad to Talkeetna, and use Don’s 

courtesy car (truck) for the week to go back and forth to 

town, approximately three miles away.  After learning the 
price of two round trip tickets on the train from 

Anchorage to Talkneetna, we decided we could rent a car 

for a week and have the opportunity to go where we 
wanted, when we wanted, for less money. Checking the 

Alaska state map showed us that we would be just a short 

distance from Denali National Park and other attractions 

within easy driving distance. 

After landing in Anchorage and claiming our luggage, 

we had to check out Lake Hood seaplane base 

immediately adjacent to the airport. Lake Hood is the 
world’s largest seaplane base and it is set up much like a  
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marina with slips. There are hundreds of seaplanes to 

look at, from Cubs to Beavers and everything in between.  

When we left Anchorage, we had a 2-1/2 hour, very 
scenic drive, to Talkeetna. We arrived at Alaska Floats 

and Skis late on Sunday afternoon and got settled in 

while watching some of the students finish up for the day. 
In the “It’s a small world” category, we met another 

couple, from Fayetteville Arkansas, that was staying in 

the lodge while the husband (an ATP) worked on his SES 

rating. Over the course of the week that we were there, 
approximately six other students completed their training 

and took the check ride. 

Monday morning, Don and I went out for a couple of 
hours, so he could check me out in the Pacer. He had me 

fly northeast over the low mountains and steadily climb 

to a series of small lakes at about 3000 feet. Shortly after 
take off, we called FSS and opened our flight plan. One 

of the convenient things about flying in Alaska is you can 

keep several flight plans on file for those routes that you 

regularly fly, and then just call in and open the one that is 
applicable for your flight of the day. While enroute, we 

saw several moose and black bear. After making half a 

dozen full stop landings at three different lakes, we 
landed on one that was narrow with high ridges all 

around. On take-off, Don told me to aim for the drainage 

at the other end of the lake and follow it down through 

the valley. This would make it unnecessary to climb 
above the ridge. One of the characteristics of float flying 

is that you don’t pull back on the yoke when you reach 

takeoff speed, you let the airplane fly off the water when 
it is ready and stay in ground (water?) effect while 

building airspeed. Right after we left the surface, maybe 

at 30 feet and a quarter mile from the end of the lake, an 
eagle launched from a tree and started heading for the 

same drainage that we were. At about the time I started to 

say “Oh #$%%^ now what? Don said to just stay on 

course but don’t hit the bird. Just as we were clearing the 

pine trees at the end of the lake and entering the drainage, 
the eagle passed below my left wing. This was going to 

be quite a week.  

 

Now that I was checked out, it was time to plan some of 
the adventures that we had come so far to experience. 

Over the next several days, we flew out to the Northeast 

over low rolling mountains covered with brilliant green 
foliage and to the Northwest over the most severe terrain 

you can imagine. Mary Ann took so many digital pictures 

that many times she was either running out of bytes or 

battery power. We flew into the Alaska Range and up and 
down several glaciers and around Mt. McKinley, Mt. 

Hunter, and Mt. Foraker. Once, we flew up the Ruth 

Glacier and had to circle several times within the 10,000 
walls of the canyon to get enough altitude to make it over 

“One Shot Pass” which opened up into the 35 mile long 

Tokositna glacier. On another flight, we landed on Lake 
Larsen and met a couple of students from Northern 

Michigan that had set up a research area to catch and 

record the salmon migration. The salmon were so 

plentiful you could have caught them with your bare 
hands.  
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By the end of our stay we had logged 11-1/2 hours of 
flight time, took a complimentary rafting trip (Don’s son 

is a rafting guide), passed on a complimentary flight 

OVER the top of Mt. McKinley, enjoyed sitting outside 

eating dinner at 11:30 pm and had to wear sunglasses, 
saw dozens of black and grizzly bear, moose, and eagles. 

Don has a sailboat, canoe, and peddle boat available for 

use, and we took advantage of them. This was a trip of a 
lifetime. 

 

Float flying is fun and everyone should try it at least 

once. There are numerous outfits that offer SES ratings, 

but only a few that offer solo rentals. For more 
information about float flying, check out the Seaplane 

Pilots Association at www.seaplanes.org and Alaska 

Floats and Skis at www.alaskafloats.com and of course 
you can always count on Mary Ann and I to bend your 

ear.  

Fly Safe. 

 PS- The RV-7 in the garage? Now in the attic- replaced 

by a 4 place tube and fabric Bearhawk… that will have 

webbed feet. 

 

May Speaker John Coale 
By Michael Stephan 

The last two month’s Chapter meetings featured some 

very unique individuals and the unique flying that they 
do.  This month’s speaker continues the excellence with 

John Coale, who circumnavigated the globe in the eastern 

direction solo in a Cessna Centurion. 

 

The flight began in Houston on January 4th, 2004 and 

ended in Houston on February 15th.  The trip covered 
26,490 nm in 168 hours of flying and consumed 2,165 

gallons of fuel.  That required additional fuel tanks for 

the Cessna, which were place behind the pilot’s seat.  

 

While on the journey, John consumed quite a volume of 

oxygen, since most of the flight time was above 12K ft. 

This is an undertaking of immense proportion that was 

flown solo, so those long legs required long periods 

without sleep.  The flying was difficult enough, but the 

paperwork, passports and logistics must have been even 
more fatiguing.  This will be a very interesting 

presentation.  I look forward to asking a few questions. 

If you would like to read more about the journey, John 
has a log of the flight online at: www.n30ew.com 
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My favorite part of the log was the last entry.  It was the 
long leg from Hilo, Hawaii to Houston, Texas.  After the 

long flight and the final taxi back to his hangar, John’s 

online log read:  

After putting the plane in, I checked the flight timer, 
and it read 18 hours, 48 minutes. I had left at 6:25 

am Hawaii time, and landed at 5:13 am Houston 

time, flying about 3350 miles. I went home and slept 
a little, but was restless. 

I went back to the airport a little later, and checked 

the fuel- 33 gallons left. The oil was at 10.5 quarts. I 
left with 11. I had flown a total of 168 hours around 

the world. 

Then I went flying. 

A Thin Margin 
By David Buono 

How thin is the margin for error in the hobby we’ve all 

chosen to partake in?  A recent event at my house has 
caused me to think more deeply about this subject. 

I am currently building an empennage for a 7A in my 

home workshop, which used to be a 2nd living room.  The 
sliding glass door is right next to my workbench and 

looks out into my back yard where a flock of birds has 

recently made their home in a tree.  I was cleco-ing away 

with the radio on my favorite country station when I 
heard a loud bang that sounded like a car backfiring.  

With the loud noise, the birds that were inhabiting my 

tree took flight and headed towards the house.  When 
they got close, they all turned sharply to avoid colliding 

with the house.  All, that is, except one. 

One bird zigged when he should have zagged and flew 

head first right into my sliding glass door.  I opened the 
door to see if I could administer first-aid, but I was too 

late.  The bird lay dead on my back porch.  I respectfully 

laid it to rest in my garbage can by the curb.  I’m not sure 
if he was very well liked among his peers, however, 

because no other birds showed up for the ceremony. 

So this event got me thinking about the thin margin for 
error that we as aviators openly accept and routinely 

operate under.  How thin is it?  Why do we continue to 

willingly participate in a hobby with such a small 

tolerance for blunders?  How does aviation compare to 
other parts of our lives?  And why didn’t any other birds 

show up for the “funeral”? 

How thin is the margin?  The answer to this question 
depends greatly on what kind of flying you do.  If you’re 

a day VFR pilot only, you typically operate in an area 

that tolerates mistakes a little more than an airshow pilot 
leveling off after a loop just 100 feet above the ground or 

an IFR pilot shooting an approach down to minimums.  

But all of these scenarios have one thing in common.  All 

the flights start with a take-off and end with a landing.  
Imagine seeing a plane creeping onto the runway when 

you’re 100 feet from the numbers.  You give it full power 

for a go-around, but instead of the throttle, your hand was 
on the mixture or prop control.  BANG!  We’ve all tuned 

the wrong frequency at some point, and if you’re reading 

this article, you obviously came out of it okay.  All aren’t 

so lucky, however. 

Aviation is unique in that there is no “time out” in the 

sport.  If things get hairy, you can’t pull over to sort 

things out.  Decisions must be made quickly and correctly 
for a positive outcome.  All of us have left the house in 

our cars and forgot something “important” like the 
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shopping list, our glasses, or worst of all, the cell phone.  
Turn around and go back!  Aviation is a little different.  

Forget to take your pitot tube cover off, and you could be 

in trouble before you even lift off.  Or for a really bad 

day, you could forget to take the gust lock out of your 
elevator or ailerons.  These things are no different than 

forgetting the shopping list, but the consequences are 

drastically different. 

With all that said, why do we do it?  This is a question 

that I get asked a lot, both about aviation and one of my 

other hobbies, skydiving.  Why push the limit?  Why do 
something so “dangerous” when you’re “safer” staying 

on the ground?  This is a question each of us must answer 

for ourselves.  If you ask 10 pilots why they fly, I would 

guess you’d get 10 different answers.  For me, I love the 
freedom.  I lack the vocabulary skills to describe what it 

feels like to defy gravity and lift off from Earth.  Believe 

me, I’ve tried.  I think we all have, but it’s something 
better experienced than talked about.  I also love the 

feeling of controlling my own destiny.  I feel more in 

control of my fate in the air than I do commuting to work 

every day.  Knowing that the outcome of a situation is 
almost entirely in my hands is a very empowering feeling 

and one that love having. 

In a society where pointing the finger at anybody except 
yourself is the norm when things go wrong, I believe 

pilots are better than most when it comes to accepting 

responsibility in situations like this.  It comes from being 
taught from day one of flight training that the PIC has the 

final say, and consequently the responsibility, for every 

decision during a flight.  “Pilot error” is the #1 cause of 

aviation mishaps, and when you wear the PIC hat, you 
are doing so knowing that if things go wrong, chances are 

good you’ll be to blame.  If you can’t accept that, you 

shouldn’t be flying. 

So what caused the bird’s demise?  Did it get 

distracted?  Maybe a chirping friend or spouse had it’s 

mind in other places?  Maybe it had one too many 
berries.  Maybe it hadn’t flown in a while and was rusty.  

We may never know, because since the bird wasn’t FAA 

certified, the NTSB declined to investigate.  But we do 
know this; at the moment of truth when a split second 

decision had to be made on which direction to fly, this 

bird made the wrong choice.  2 feet right and it would 

have flown off into the front yard with no harm.  24 
inches is all that separated this bird from life and death.  2 

feet right and it would have spent the night gallivanting 

around town instead of in a landfill buried under the 
weekend trash. 

So how thin is the margin for error in aviation?  I’ve 

shown that it is extremely thin.  But I don’t think that’s 
the question that needs to be answered by pilots.  The 

REAL question is, how thin is YOUR margin?  And 

more importantly as the PIC, are YOU okay with  that 

margin?  Have fun, be safe, and fly smart! 

NOTE:  Only one animal was harmed during the 

writing of this article. 
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Upcoming Events 
Local Events 

Apr 28 - EAA Chapter 1246 Fish Fry McKinney, TX 
(TKI), Starting at 10:30 a.m. All family and friends are 

welcome, come rain or shine. We will gather at Pete 

Huff's hangar in the MHOA area, next to the fire station. 
Gate attendants will let you in. Garry and Janne 

Ackerman will cook up some of the best fish you have 

ever eaten. Don't miss it! Contact: Bob Rogers 972-761-
2280, president@eaa1246.org  

Apr 27-28 - 5th Texas Aviation EXPO 2007,  Waco. 

SITE: Texas State Technical College (TSTC), Waco 

AGENDA: A robust agenda of 60 hours of safety 
seminars, vast assortments of vendors showcasing their 

products & service, including 5 acres of ramp static 

display. SPEAKERS: George D. "Pinky" Nelson, former 
NASA Astronaut, and J.W. "Corkey" Fornof, movie stunt 

aviation character. Come share the Adventure! 

Website: www.txaa.org  

May 4 - 6 Central Texas Airshow 
Draughon-Miller Central Texas Regional Airport (TPL) 

Temple.  Come see the largest airshow in central Texas! 

Warbirds, military aircraft and aerobatics. Don't miss the 
Friday night show!! 

May 5 Decatur Municipal Airport Open House (KLUD) 

featuring WWII aircraft static displays.  
Rain Date 5/12/07.  

May 12 - 9th ANNUAL CORSICANA AIRSHO 

C David Campbell Field-Corsicana Municipal Airport 

(KCRS) Corsicana. 
The Coyote Squadron, unit of the Commemorative Air 

Force is hosting its 9th Annual Airsho. The event will 

include flying and static displays of World War II. 

May 12  Big Country Airpower day 

Dyess AFB, Texas  FFI: 326/696-8762 

Website: www.dyess.af.mil  
E-mail: 7bw.pa@dyess.af.mil  

May 19 - Pecan Plantation Airpark Spring Fly-in. Pecan 

Plantation Airpark (0TX1), Granbury, TX. 

Sponsored by EAA Chapter 983.  
TIME: 9:30 - 4:00.  

3,600 paved runway 18/36. Freg: 123.05. Burgers, dogs, 

chips, deserts, drinks sold at lunch. 100+ airplanes. 
Everyone is invited and there is something for all ages. 

Lunch served for a small fee. Bounce House for small 

children. Free plane rides for kids and teens (Young 

Eagle Program). Spot landing contest on Arrival 
(between 1000 & 1200 annouce on arrival on 123.05 

about participation). Static aircraft display & lots of 

aircraft operations. Heavy traffic of arriving and 
departing airplanes - be cautious. Flybys limited to 

minimum 500 AGL, appropriate airspeed. Contact: Jim 

Crain 817-559-4068, jcrain1@charter.net  

May 26 - Texas RV Fly-In.  Spinks Field (KFWS) 
The Lone Star State's RV Social Event Of The Year. This 

is a strictly a social gathering, so there is no airshow, 

vendors, forums or banquet.  Come when you want.  
Leave when you want (come early / stay late) Free 

admission.  No Hassles.  

Jun 2,- Mid-Way Regional Airport Annual Pancake 
Breakfast Fly-In - http://www.mid-wayregional.com, 

Mid-Way Regional Airport (JWY), 8:00 - 11:00 am. 

Breakfast Tickets $5.00, children under 8 free with each 

paying adult. Classic Airplanes and Fighters, Remote 
Control Model Flyers, The Classic Swing Band, 

Midlothian Classic Wheels and other attractions. Contact: 

Tammy 972-923-0080, tbowen@mid-wayregional.com  

 

National Events 

Jun 1-2  Annual Southwest EAA Regional Fly-In 
(SWRFI) Hondo Municipal Airport 

Hondo, Texas  FFI: 830/997-8802 

Website: www.swrfi.org 

Jul 23-29   EAA Airventure  Oshkosh, WI (OSH) 
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Hangar Space at Aero Country available for short-wing, 

short-fuselage plane such as RV. 

Call K. Truemper eve (972) 596-8445.  

Sears 25 gallon horizontal air compressor with hoses.   $100 

(Sears price $380+ hoses).   Rapco  engine driven vacuum pump 

RA215CC, with fittings.  $80.( Aircraft Spruce price $320). 

Suction gauge, 1” unused.  $40 (Spruce price $78).  Mechanical 

tachometer 0-3500 rpm with markings for O320.  $15.  Avery 

hand rivet and dimpling tool  $40 (Avery price $165) .  Beechcraft 

electric fuel pump.  $20.  ADF indicator IN521B.  $15.  L brackets 
(cast/machined) for constructing/aligning RV empennage.  12 for 

$10.  Sears table saw professional model needs electrical repair 

$25.  (Sears price $679).  George Kilishek.  972-250-2906.  E-

mail s_kilishek@yahoo.com 

Rotax 503 SC with type B gear box and Rotax electric start kit 

installed.  25 hrs since major overhaul at 325 total hours ( 

Manufacturer recommends major overhaul at this time).  The 

engine was running great before overhaul and is running great 

now.  $4000, call Jerry Mrazek at 817-265-0834. 

Garmin 190 GPS COM handheld radio.  Still works great, data 

base was updated 4 years ago.  Package includes charger, owner's 

manual, and headset and push-to-talk interface.  $700, call Jerry 
Mrazek at 817-265-0834. 

 

 

Long EZ plans and materials for sale. Steve Smith, a local 

homebuilder, passed away and his wife Nancy is selling his 

Long EZ project and plans, plans for the Mini IMP, and plans 

for a 1/2 scale F4U Corsair replica. Please see 

www.coolairplane.com for details. 

Six Pack Flight Instruments with 230 TT   Horizon Sigma 

Tek 5000, DG Sigma Tek 4000, Vac System (pump, reg, 

filter), AirSpeed IF UMA 16 310 261D marked for RV-8, 

Altimeter IF BG-3B, VSI, T&B.   Total cost new was $2683.  

Asking $1500 (45% off new).  Marvin Brott  214 726 9117  
or pmbrott@sbcglobal.net 

1971 Bellanca 7ACA.  Original 2 cylinder Franklin. Great 

little airplane, but hasn't  flown in a long time and is not 

airworthy.  $13.9K.  Darwin Frerking 972-270-8393 or 

drfrerking@sbcglobal.net. 

Hangar Space Available at Aero Country Airport (T31)   I 

have hanger space available in a large, insulated brand-new 

hanger. Located in an ideal position on the field mid-runway. 

Hanger is ultra-clean, has bathroom, compressor, electric 

door, epoxy painted floor and more. RV friendly, share space 

with an RV-8A and a RV-10 nearing completion. $200 per 

month for an RV sized ship. Please contact me for additional 
details.  Dave Dalski 214-641-8821 

Hanger Space Half of a 60 foot hangar at TKI for $287.50 

per month.  Room for a high wing or short low wing aircraft 

with lots of space for storage and work area as well.  Call 

Walt Lammert at 214 642 4522 

To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to the newsletter Editors. Ads are free to Chapter 168 members. Ads from 
nonmembers will be run on a space available basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors discretion. 
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Web site Address: www.eaa168.org 
We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format, 
and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience 

accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to 
anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this 

includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there. 
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Info Change ❏
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EAA Dallas Chapter 168
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